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4 Pillars of 
Customer Loyalty

Did you know that for most businesses two-thirds of their sales come from existing 

customers?1 Or that loyal customers spend 67% more than new ones?2 Loyal 

customers not only buy more often, but they have larger basket sizes and are more 

receptive to upsells. You want to hang onto them! Whether using direct mail, email, 

or mobile, customer loyalty programs are one of the safest investments in marketing.



1 INVEST IN  
YOUR DATA 

Research shows that 91% of data in businesses’ customer 

relationship management (CRM) systems is incomplete and that 

70% of CRM system data goes bad each year.3 That’s a problem! 

Without good data, it’s difficult to engage customers. For example, 

did you know that Susan Jones got married this year? Or that the 

Barker family no longer has school-age children at 

home? This is important to know. 

Update demographic information and 

take the time to make sure that 

names, addresses, and preferences 

are accurate. 

2 ENSURE CUSTOMERS 
HAVE A CONSISTENT 

EXPERIENCE 

Ensure that customers have a consistent experience across 

channels—direct mail, email, mobile, and website. 

No matter how customers interact with you, ensure that 

your branding, messaging, and offers are consistent and inspire 

confidence. After all, more than half (61%) of buyers 

start shopping on one device and finish on 

another.4 Cross-channel consistency 

tells buyers that you are professional, 

trustworthy, and credible.

3 TARGET DIRECT 
MAIL AND  

EMAIL OFFERS TO  
RELEVANT SEGMENTS 

While personalizing messaging, images, and offers 

to each recipient is the holy grail of marketing, you can 

deeply engage customers by grouping them into customer 

segments, as well. This is where creating customer “personas” 

becomes so important. Think “Millennial moms with school-

age children,” for example, or “single men who like adventure.” 
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These are not the only ways to deepen customer loyalty, 

but they are important building blocks for any customer 

relationship. Lay this foundation first, then build on 

it with strategic customer loyalty programs, triggered 

communications, and other methods for fantastic results.

1  Consumer Research Institute
2  Adobe
3  Gartner Research
4  “The Best Customer Experience Starts with Data” (TransUnion)

FOUR STEPS 
TO KEEPING 
CUSTOMERS 
IN THE FOLD

4 PROTECT  
PEOPLE’S  

PERSONAL 
INFORMATION

Assure your customers that  

you are following all applicable laws. Let  

them know that you value their privacy and that  

they can trust you. 



Do You 
Have 
These 
Three 
Data 
Types? 

We all know how important it is to create targeted, 
relevant communications that increase customer 
engagement and boost sales. That means data, 
but what kind? There are three types of data, and 
for the best results, you want a mix of all three. 

Demographic data
This is data that tells you who your 

customers are. This includes name and 

address, but also other descriptive 

information such as age, level of 

education, household income, and 

presence of children in the home. In a 

business context, it might include industry 

vertical, size of company, and job title. 
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What might this look 
like in real life? 

Say you are a specialty gift company. 

You look at your data and find that for 

certain customers, there is a rhythm to 

their purchases. In addition to traditional 

holiday gifting, you might find that Janie 

purchases candies the first week of 

September (for her mother’s birthday) 

and Bob buys flowers the third week 

in May (for his wedding anniversary). 

To tap into this rhythm, you set up 

a triggered direct mail campaign to 

offer product suggestions and special 

offers two weeks in advance of when 

each customer typically buys.  

As another example, 

say you design edgy 

fashion accessories. 

You find that a high percentage of your 

target audience supports organizations 

that fight for social justice. Knowing 

this, in your next e-blast you add a 

special call to action: “Use promo code 

CARE and we’ll donate 5% of your 

purchase to your favorite charity!” 

Data is a powerful tool in any print 

or digital campaign, and incorporating 

behavioral and interest data alongside 

demographic information enables you 

to tap into deeper motivations and to 

encourage a response in ways that you 

cannot do with demographics alone. 

Third-party  
(interest) data

This is data that tells you what makes 

your customers tick. Do they donate to 

charities? Subscribe to sporting magazines? 

Support environmental causes? This data 

enables you to group customers into 

like-minded thinkers and to target your 

messaging even more effectively. 

Behavioral data
This is data that tells you what your 

customers do. This includes purchase 

history, web browsing behavior, channels 

on which they are most active, and 

frequency of purchases. Say you send 

an email campaign promoting three new 

products, and a subset of recipients 

clicks on two of them. That’s important 

behavioral data you can use to follow up.  



Oversized Postcards: 
When Regular Postcards 

Just Won’t Do
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Oversized cards may cost more 
to print and mail than traditional 
postcards. However, done right, 
you earn this back in ROI. 

Take the example 

of a successful gym 

supply company. The 

business wanted to 

win back its lapsed 

customers, and it 

knew that direct mail 

was a powerful tool 

to do so. However, it 

wanted to do more than send the “same 

old, same old.” It chose an oversized 

postcard that captured attention in the 

mailbox and provided extra room to 

get creative with the photography. The 

oversized card also provided extra room 

to make the call to action really jump off 

the page. The results—140% increase in 

order volume and 500% increase in ROI. 

Don’t think oversized cards are just 

for larger businesses. Loyal customers 

continue to bring in revenue over 

time, so even smaller businesses 

can justify the investment. 

When one pizza franchisee decided to 

go big, for example, it 

got big results, as well. 

The shop implemented 

a two-phase campaign. 

First, it chose an 

oversized card to 

grab attention. In 

the second phase, 

it added a scratch-off element that 

got recipients engaged in a fresh and 

exciting way. The results? A 37% increase 

in sales and a gain of nearly 600 new 

customers. Overall, the ROI for 

this campaign was 

367%, and that was 

just based on initial 

customer acquisition. 

Imagine the value 

of those new 

customers over time. 

Postcards 

of any size are great 

tools for building business, engaging 

and retaining customers, and re-

activating lapsed ones. But oversized 

cards do it on steroids. So why not 

try an oversized card for your next 

mailing? Take what’s great about 

postcards and turbocharge it!

Looking for something different to put into your  
customer’s mailbox? Consider an oversized postcard. 

Oversized postcards are commonly sized at 5” x 8”, 6“ x 9”, or even 6” x 11”. 
At these dimensions, these mongo mailers are impossible to miss. Not 

only do they really stand out, but they also provide several other benefits: 

Extra real estate for high-impact graphics. 

More space for detailed copy and offers. 

Proven results for new prospect acquisition. 
(Studies show that new customers are 
more likely to do business with a company 
that sends them an oversized card.)



Direct Mail: A Better Way to  
Re-Engage Abandoned  

Cart Shoppers



In a controlled “media-neutral” test conducted by Go 

Inspire Group, researchers found that postal mail is 2x 

better at converting abandoned carts than email. 

The study was conducted in collaboration with a major 

retailer over a period of three months. 

The retailer already had a successful 

abandoned cart email program, with 

a conversion rate in the 5%–7% range. 

Shoppers who responded to the 

reactivation email were used as the 

control and compared with shoppers 

who did not respond to the email 

and to whom the retailer followed 

up with reactivation postcards. 

The follow-up postcards were 

personalized, with an additional 

prompt to encourage recipients 

to complete their orders. The 

creative showed images of shoppers’ abandoned products, 

along with their “most browsed” products based on their 

online behavior. Mailings were timed to reach shoppers 

within a week of when they abandoned their carts. 

Average order value for reactivated 

abandoned carts from the direct mail was 

almost identical to that from the email, 

but the conversion rates were 113.5% 

higher. As a result, the revenue from the 

reactivation postcards was more than 

double that from the reactivation emails. 

While this study focused on abandoned 

carts, the implication extends further to 

all types of marketing communications. 

Many campaigns start with email, but 

email is often not sufficient on its own. 

For the highest sales and profitability, 

let direct mail play the anchor. 
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Studies show that 70% of online shopping carts 

are abandoned. Whether you are a corner 

bakery or the neighborhood auto parts store, 

this matters—a lot. More and more sales are going 

online, and you need to convert every cart to a sale. 

Abandoned carts are not always due to shoppers 

losing interest. Sometimes they just get distracted, 

and often a simple nudge will win them back. 

The traditional way of re-engaging shoppers is 

by sending emails. “Come back and complete your 

purchase and get FREE shipping!” Email “abandoned 

cart” campaigns typically 

achieve a conversion rate 

of 5%–7%. But could those 

numbers be better? Yes, 

and it’s by using direct mail. 

POSTAL MAIL IS 2X BETTER AT 
CONVERTING ABANDONED 

CARTS THAN EMAIL. 




